INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR THE POSITION OF:
ENGINEER III - 16-210-68-DJ

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SALARY
$65,055.00 - $126,569.00 Annually

OPENING DATE: 07/05/16

CLOSING DATE: 07/19/16

THE POSITION

ONLY ON-LINE APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED.

Bi-Lingual applicants are encouraged to apply.

The Department of Permitting, Inspections and Enforcement is currently seeking a highly qualified individual to fill a vacant Engineer III (Electrical Engineer) position grade G-28, in the Building Plan Review Division, Electrical/Mechanical Unit.

This is a senior-level professional engineer position responsible for complex engineering and project guiding assignments, requiring the use of electrical engineering principles and practices relative to a wide variety of construction projects. Incumbent is assigned work with defined objectives, priorities, and deadlines. Work is reviewed for meeting expected results in terms of technical soundness, appropriateness and conformity to professional standards and County policies.

EXAMPLES OF WORK

Selected candidate performs a variety of engineering analysis and calculations in the review of electrical designs and specifications for conformance with adopted codes and laws and accepted engineering practices; ensures compliance with County Codes and policies with respect to electrical and energy requirements; reviews electrical plans submitted with applications for new buildings, additions, alterations or appurtenances; reads and interprets blueprints, technical drawings, schematics, or computer-generated reports; facilitates inspections and evaluations of structures; provides technical code information to customers and responds to inquiries both verbally and in writing.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering or related Engineering degree; plus three (3) years of progressive professional electrical engineering experience. A Professional Engineer (PE) License may be substituted for the degree. Each candidate must include information that clearly and convincingly demonstrates the above qualifications for this position.

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Professional Engineer License in the State of Maryland.
2. Knowledge of building and energy codes and experience in reading plans, application of codes, plus verbal and written communication skills.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT: Upon selection, the applicant:

1. Must possess and maintain a valid driver's license.
2. Must pass a pre-employment drug/alcohol screening.
3. Must be willing to participate as a "critical" and "essential" employee when needed during emergency operations.

DURATION OF ELIGIBILITY: Candidates will be selected from a temporary register of eligibles which will become effective approximately four (4) weeks after the closing date. Once a selection has been made, the register will expire.

ELIGIBILITY TO WORK: Under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, an employer is required to hire only U.S. citizens and lawfully authorized alien workers. Applicants who are selected for employment will be required to show and verify authorization to work in the United States.

CLOSING DATE: All completed applications MUST be submitted by 5:00 p.m., Eastern Standard Time (EST) on July 19, 2016.

Prince George's County Government is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer Committed to Diversity in the Workplace.